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ABSTRACT In this paper, an attribute control chart using the repetitive sampling under the neutrosophic
statistics system is discussed. The necessary measures of the proposed control chart under the neutrosophic
statistics system are given. The control chart coefficients of the proposed control chart are determined using
an algorithm under neutrosophic statistics system. The efficiency of the proposed control chart in terms
of neutrosophic average run length is discussed over the existing control chart under neutrosophic statistics
system. From the comparison studies, it is found that the proposed control chart under neutrosophic statistics
system is more sensitive in detecting a shift in the process as compared with the existing control chart under
neutrosophic statistics system. An industrial application of the proposed control chart under neutrosophic
statistics system is also given.

INDEX TERMS Attribute chart, average run length, control chart, neutrosophic logic, shift.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Shewhart control charts have been widely used in the
industry to monitor the controlling the number of non-
conforming items or defective items during the manufactur-
ing process. The Shewhart control chart consists of three
control limits are known as upper control limit (UCL), lower
control limit (LCL) and the central limit (CL). A process is
declared as out-of-control if the plotting statistic exceed the
LCL or UCL. The control charts help to keep the process
near the CL and minimize the non-conforming items. The
Shewhart X-bar control chart is applied when the data is
continuous and Shewhart np control chart is used when data
is discrete. The X-bar control chart is more informative than
the attribute control chart. However, the earlier control chart
cannot be applied when the purpose is monitoring of non-
conforming items. In addition, the np-control chart is quite
simple and easy to apply in the industry. Further, as men-
tioned by [1], the attribute control chart can also be applied
when the quality of interest is categorical. However, fuzzy
approach [2] has the ability to monitor more than one quality
characteristics simultaneously.

The fuzzy logic is applied when the parameters or the
observations are imprecise or unclear. The fuzzy attribute
control charts can be applied to monitor the categorical char-
acteristics in indeterminacy environment. According to [3]
‘‘Due to the emphasis on the user’s feelings and psychological

factors, there are many fuzzy attributes of quality from the
fitness-for-use viewpoint. As a result, there are not only two
distinct judgments (applicable or inapplicable) when evalu-
ating the quality from a fitness point of view. In this sense,
considering the fuzzy property of fitness-for-use quality is
more practical’’. The fuzzy chart for monitoring attribute
data was proposed by [4]. The economic aspects of fuzzy
attribute chart were considered by [5]. The application of
such fuzzy charts is given by [6] and [7]. Later on, [8], [9],
and [10] designed charts to monitor imprecise data. The
fuzzy charts using weighted average methods was considered
by [2] and [11]. The range chart was proposed by [12].
A detailed discussion and applications can be seen in [2], [3],
and [13]–[24].

Reference [25] proposed the repetitive sampling which is
used when there is no decision on the information of the first
sample. This sampling found to be more efficient than the
single sampling scheme in average sample number (ASN)
and average run length (ARL). A rich literature is available
on the repetitive sampling in the area of acceptance sampling
and the control charts. The control chart based on the process
capability index (PCI) using this sampling was considered
by [26]. Reference [27] worked on an attribute and variable
charts using this sampling scheme. A detailed discussion and
applications of charts using the repetitive sampling can be
seen in [28]–[33].
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According to [34] ‘‘A logic in which each proposition is
estimated to have the percentage of truth in a subset T, the per-
centage of indeterminacy in a subset I, and the percentage
of falsity in a subset F, where T, I, F are defined above,
is called Neutrosophic Logic (NL)’’. The NL is the extension
of the traditional fuzzy approach. Therefore, the neutrosophic
statistics (NS) is untiled the NL is the generalization of
the classical statistics. The NS is applied when the data is
ambiguous, vague and uncertain. Reference [35] and [36]
introduced neutrosophic numbers in rock engineering. Ref-
erence [37]–[40] introduced the NS in acceptance sampling
plans. Reference [41] introduced the NS in the area of control
chart. The variance of proposed chart using the NS was pro-
posed by [42]. Reference [43] proposed the chart to monitor
failure censored reliability using the NS.

According to the best of our knowledge, there is no work
on attribute control chart using repetitive sampling under
the NS. In this paper, an attribute control chart using the
repetitive sampling under the neutrosophic statistics system
is discussed. The necessary measures of the proposed control
chart under the neutrosophic statistics system are given. The
control chart coefficients of the proposed control chart are
determined using an algorithm under neutrosophic statistics
system. The efficiency of the proposed control chart in terms
of neutrosophic average run length (NARL) is discussed
over the existing control chart under neutrosophic statistics
system. From the comparison studies, it is found that the
proposed control chart under neutrosophic statistics system is
more sensitive in detecting a shift in the process as compared
to the existing control chart under neutrosophic statistics sys-
tem. An industrial application of the proposed control chart
under neutrosophic statistics system is also given.

II. DESIGN OF CHART USING THE NS
Let nN ∈ {nL , nU } be a neutrosophic random sample is taken
from the population having some uncertain observations,
DN ∈ {DL ,DU } be neutrosophic defective values recorded
from nN ∈ {nL , nU } and pN ∈ {pL , pU } be the neutrosophic
probability of non-conforming items. Based on this infor-
mation, [41] defined the following form of the neutrosophic
binomial distribution∑|UCLN|

dN=|LCLN|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN (1−pN)n−dN , dN = 0, 1, . . . , n;

dN ∈ {dL , dU } , pN ∈
{
pL,, pU

}
(1)

where |y| denotes the positive integer values.
We propose the following attribute control chart using the

repetitive sampling under the neutrosophic statistical interval
method (NSIM).
Step-1:Record the number of non-conforming itemsDN ∈
{DL ,DU } from nN ∈ {nL , nU }.
Step-2: If LCLN2 ≤ DN ≤ UCLN2; the process is an in-

control state. Note here that LCLN2 ∈ {LCLL2,LCLU2} and
UCLN2 ∈ {UCLL2,UCLU2} are inner neutrosophic lower
limits and neutrosophic upper limits, respectively.

Step-3: If DN ≥ UCLN1 or DN ≤ LCLN1; the pro-
cess is declared as out-of-control. Note here that LCLN1 ∈

{LCLL1,LCLU1} and UCLN1 ∈ {UCLL1,UCLU1} are outer
neutrosophic lower limits and neutrosophic upper limits,
respectively.

The proposed attribute control chart is the generalization
of several control charts. For example, the proposed con-
trol chart reduces to [41] under the NS when no repetitive
sampling is needed. The proposed control chart also reduces
to [27] when no uncertain observations or parameters are
noted in the data. The neutrosophic in-control control limits
for the proposed chart are given by

UCLN1 = npN0 + kN1
√
npN0 (1− pN0);

pN0 ∈ {pL0, pU0} , kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} (2)

UCLN2 = npN0 + kN2
√
npN0 (1− pN0);

pN0 ∈ {pL0, pU0} , kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} (3)

LCLN1 = npN0 − kN1
√
npN0 (1− pN0);

pN0 ∈ {pL0, pU0} , kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} (4)

LCLN2 = npN0 − kN2
√
npN0 (1− pN0);

pN0 ∈ {pL0, pU0} , kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} (5)

Note here that kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2}

are the neutrosophic coefficients. Now, we derive the nec-
essary measures to assess the performance of the proposed
attribute control chart when the process is in-control state
at pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
. According to the above-mentioned

attribute control chart, the process will be out-of-control at the
first sample whenDN ≥ UCLN1 orDN ≤ LCLN1. Therefore,
the neutrosophic probability that the process is in-control, say
P0inN1 at first sample is given by

P0inN1 = P {LCLN1 ≤ DN ≤ LCLN1|pN0} (6)

Using Eq. (1), it can be written as follows

P0inN1 =
∑|UCLN1|

dN=|LCLN1|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN0 (1− pN0)

n−dN ;

dN = 0, 1, . . . , n; dN ∈ {dL , dU } ,

pN0∈
{
pL0,, pU0

}
, UCLN1 ∈ {UCLL1,UCLU1};

LCLN1 ∈
{
LCLL1,LCLU1

}
(7)

In case, when there is no decision about the state of the pro-
cess at the first sample, the operational process of the control
chart will be repeated. The probability of the repetition, say
P0reptN is given by

P0repN =
∑UCLN1

dN=|UCLN2|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN0 (1− pN0)

n−dN

+

∑LCLN2

dN=|LCLN1|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN0 (1− pN0)

n−dN ;

UCLN1 ∈ {UCLL1,UCLU1},

LCLN1 ∈
{
LCLL1,LCLU1

}
,

UCLN2 ∈ {UCLL2,UCLU2} ,

LCLN2 ∈ {LCLL2,LCLU2} (8)
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TABLE 1. The NARL when nN ∈ [50, 50].

The neutrosophic probability that the process is in-control
state using the repetitive sampling is given by

P0inN =
P0inN1

1− P0reptN
; P0inN ∈

{
P0inL ,P

0
inU

}
(9)

The neutrosophic average run length (NARL) when the pro-
cess is at pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
is defined by

NARLN0 =
1

1−
{

P0inN1
1−P0reptN

} ;
NARLN0 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } (10)

We now derive the necessary measures when the process
is shifted from in-control state to out-of-control state due
to some uncountable factors. Suppose pN1 = (1+ c)pN0
pN1 ∈ {pL1, pU1} denote the neutrosophic percent defective
at the shifted process, where c is shift constant. Therefore,
the neutrosophic probability that the process is in-control at
pN1 ∈ {pL1, pU1}, say P1inN1 at first sample is given by

P0inN1 = P {LCLN1 ≤ DN ≤ LCLN1|pN0} (11)

Using Eq. (1), it can be written as follows

P1inN1 =
∑|UCLN1|

dN=|LCLN1|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN1 (1− pN1)

n−dN ;

dN = 0, 1, . . . , n; dN ∈ {dL , dU } ,

pN1 ∈
{
pL1,, pU1

}
, UCLN1 ∈ {UCLL1,UCLU1};

LCLN1 ∈
{
LCLL1,LCLU1

}
(12)

In case, when there is no decision about the state of the pro-
cess at the first sample, the operational process of the control

chart will be repeated. The probability of the repetition, say
P1reptN is given by

P1repN =
∑UCLN1

dN=|UCLN2|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN1 (1− pN1)

n−dN

+

∑LCLN2

dN=|LCLN1|+1

(
n
dN

)
pdNN1 (1− pN1)

n−dN ;

UCLN1 ∈ {UCLL1,UCLU1} ;

LCLN1 ∈
{
LCLL1,LCLU1

}
(13)

The neutrosophic probability that the process is in-
control state using the repetitive sampling is given
by

P1inN =
P1inN1

1− P1reptN
; P1inN ∈

{
P1inL ,P

1
inU

}
(14)

The neutrosophic average run length (NARL) when the pro-
cess is at pN1 ∈

{
pL1,, pU1,

}
is defined by

NARLN1 =
1

1−
{

P1inN1
1−P1reptN

} ;
NARLN1 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } (15)

Suppose that r0N ∈ {r0L , r0U } denotes the pre-fixed values
of NARLN0 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU }. The values of neu-
trosophic control chart coefficients kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} and
kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} and NARLN1 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } are
determined for various combinations of r0N ∈ {r0L , r0U },
c and nN ∈ {nL , nU } placed in Tables 1-3. From
Tables 1-3, we note that values of indeterminacy inter-
val of NARLN1 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } decrease as
nN ∈ {nL , nU } increases from nN ∈ {50, 50} to nN ∈
{150, 150}. For an example, when NARLN0 ∈ {300, 300},
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TABLE 2. The NARL when nN ∈ [150, 50].

TABLE 3. The NARL when NARLN0 = 300 and 370.

nN ∈ {50, 50} and c = 0.01, the indeterminacy interval of
NARLN1 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } is [286.615, 282.1398] and
it is [289.8948, 290.0023] when nN ∈ {150, 150}.
The following neutrosophic algorithm is applied to find

the values of kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} and
NARLN1 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU }.
Step-1: Pre-fix the values of nN ∈ {nL , nU } and c.
Step-2: Determine the values of pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
,

kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} such that

NARLN0 ∈ {NARLNL ,NARLNU } ≥ r0N ∈ {r0L , r0U }. Sev-
eral combinations of pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
, kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1}

and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} will exist where NARLN0 ≥ r0N .
Step-3: Select those values of pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
,

kN1 ∈ {kL1, kU1} and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} where NARLN0 is
same or very close to r0N ∈ {r0L , r0U }.
Step-4: Use the values of pN0 ∈

{
pL0,, pU0,

}
, kN1 ∈

{kL1, kU1} and kN2 ∈ {kL2, kU2} to find NARLN1 ∈

{NARLNL ,NARLNU } for various shifts.
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TABLE 4. The comparison in NARL when ARLN0 = 370 when nN ∈ [50, 50].

III. SIMULATION STUDY
A control chart under the NS is said to be more efficient
than the other if provides the smaller values of NARL at
same parameters. The smaller the values of NARL means the
quick indication about the shift in the process. Here, we will
discuss the advantages of the proposed control chart over the
neutrosophic attribute control chart proposed by [41].

A. COMPARISON IN THE NARL VALUES
We first present the theoretical comparison between the pro-
posed control chart with the attribute control chart proposed
by [41]. For fair comparison, we set the same values of
all specified neutrosophic parameters. The values of NARL
when NARLN0 ∈ {370, 370} and nN ∈ {50, 50} are given
in Table 4.

The Table 4 clearly indicates that the values of indetermi-
nacy interval of NARL from the proposed control are smaller
than the control chart proposed by [41] at all values of c. For
an example, when c = 0.01, the values of indeterminacy
interval in NARL are NARLN1 ∈ {333.48, 339.55} from the
proposed control chart and indeterminacy interval in NARL
are NARLN1 ∈ {352.07, 356.48} from [41] control chart.
By comparing both control charts, it can be seen that for
the proposed control chart a shift in the process can be
expected in between 333-339th samples while at the same
parameters, the existing attribute control chart gives indica-
tion between 352-356th samples. From this comparison, we
conclude that the proposed control chart is more efficient
than chart proposed by [41] in detecting the shift in the
process.

B. COMPARISON USING SIMULATION
We also show the advantage of the proposed control chart
over the existing neutrosophic attribute chart using the sim-
ulated data. The data is generated from the neutrosophic
binomial distribution with neutrosophic parameters nN ∈

FIGURE 1. The proposed chart for the simulated data.

{150, 150} and pN0 ∈ {0.1174, 0.2145}. We generated
50 sample from the neutrosophic binomial distribution. The
first 25 values are generated from the in-control process and
next 25 are generated at shifted process when c = 0.3.
For this simulation study, we have NARLN0 ∈ {370, 370},
nN ∈ {150, 150}, kN1 ∈ {3.0377, 0.0394} and kN2 ∈

{3.0061, 0.0193}. The calculated neutrosophic control limits
are shown in Figure 1. The values of statisticDN ∈ {DL ,DU }
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FIGURE 2. The existing chart for the simulated data.

are recorded and plotted in Figure 1. From Figure 1, it is
clear that the proposed control chart detects shift at the 11th

sample. The values of DN ∈ {DL ,DU } are also recoded for
the existing control and plotted on Figure 2. From Figure 2,
we note that the existing control chart does not provide any
signal about the shift in the process. By comparing both
figures, we reach the conclusion that the proposed chart is
more sensitive in the detecting the shift as compared to [41]
control chart.

IV. CASE STUDY
A juice company situated in the Lahore, Pakistan is interested
to use the proposed control chart for monitoring of non-
conforming product. As mentioned by [44] ‘‘Frozen orange
juice concentrate is packed in 6-oz cardboard cans. These
cans are formed on a machine by spinning them from card-
board stock and attaching ametal bottom panel. By inspection
of a can, we may determine whether, when filled, it could
possibly leak either on the side seam or around the bottom
joint. Such a nonconforming can have an improper seal on
either the side seam or the bottom panel’’. During the inspec-
tion, the industrial experimenter is uncertain about the classi-
fication of some items either conforming or non-conforming.
Due to the uncertainty, the industrial engineers can expect
the percent non-conforming product from 0.028 to 0.0379.
In this situation, when some observations are unclear and
uncertain, the attribute control chart using the classical statis-
tics cannot be applied for the monitoring of non-conforming

TABLE 5. Neutrosophic data of juice company [41].

items. For this real example, let nN ∈ {50, 50} and
NARLN0 ∈ {370, 370}. The neutrosophic data is taken
from [41] and reported in Table 5. The values of DN ∈
{DL ,DU } are plotted on Figure 3 and Figure 4 for the pro-
posed control chart and [41] control chart, respectively. From
Figures 3 and 4, it can be noted that some several samples are
in the repetition and indeterminacy areas in Figure 3. We also
note that some points are near the control limits, which needs
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FIGURE 3. The proposed chart for the real data.

FIGURE 4. The existing chart for the real data.

industrial engineers attention. Figure 4 shows that the process
is in-control state and indicate no point near the control
limits.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this manuscript, an attribute control chart using the repet-
itive sampling under the neutrosophic statistics system is
discussed. The necessary measures of the proposed control
chart under the neutrosophic statistics system are given. The
proposed control chart is more sensitive and adequate to be
used in uncertainty environment than the existing attribute
control chart under classical statistics. From the simulation
study and real example, it is concluded that the proposed
control chart is more efficient in detecting a shift in the
process. Therefore, the use of the proposed control chart in
the industry will be helpful in minimize the non-conforming
items in uncertainty. The proposed chart using other sampling
scheme or for the big data can be considered for future
research.
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